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Seventy-second Congress is

L. Beluveau
President of Marquette

Raymond

majority in opposition to prohibition. The House had already de-

feated repeal. What
sudden realignment?

Debating System
caused this
in Marquette to
Has public
Undergo Change

opinion at length brought Congress
to the realization that united action,
not sectional bickering, is demanded
The standard form of debating,
of it? If so, the death knell of deexisting in the Marquette since it
mocracy has not yet been rung. The
was founded, seems about to become
fact that this session is leaderless a thing of the past, giving way to
and partially unrepresentative seems change, which, it is hoped, will be
to indicate that the next Congress progressive.
should provide even quicker action
For a number of years, on
Wednesday
afternoons, the members
on other pending questions.

heard the

customary

debate of four

Congress Passes the Buck
speakers. The long main speeches
The vote on the Blaine resolution and many times a listless rebuttal,

is by no means an accurate survey
of the sentiments of the states on
prohibition. Many senators and representatives, personally opposed to
outright repeal, voted for this resubmission on the principle that the
final solution of the problem rests
Congress has
with the states.
merely shifted the responsibility to
the state legislatures and the conventions which we hope the States
will organize.
Obstacles to Repeal
At present, this is the greatest
stumbling-block in the repealists'
path.
Will the state legislatures
meekly follow the suggestion of
Congress that they call immediate

conventions? Or will some contend that constitutional conventions
should have federal authorization ?
Bills in support of the latter plan
have already been presented to Congress by Representatives Sumners
and LaGuardia. The question seems
inconsequential, but its solution may
involve considerable delay, especially
if it is brought to the Supreme
Court. Then, when the conventions
are called, the saloon question may
deadlock a sufficient number to hold
up ratification.
Final repeal may, then, be a matter of months and it may be a matter of years. The important point
is that the people are being given
the long sought opportunity to return liquor control to the states in
a constitutional manner, thus in no
way injuring the integrity of the
federal Constitution.

individual newspapers that
did in great measure live up to these
ideals.
"But today the charge is made by
only too many within the fraternity
itself that our papers instead of
being the common man's safe guide
are managed exclusively as business
concerns, that money returns are
the one thing sought, and all else,
honor, truth, patriotism, the whole
list of homely virtues, are frankly
subordinated to the policy of getting
themselves sensational and un- big financial returns and getting
worthy, but of those, as well, which them quick, not from circulation but
are ostensibly respectable, and pre- from moneyed interests which contend to accuracy and responsibility, trol their policies."
and in virtue of this pretence arroAs proof of his contention, the
gate to themselves privileges and speaker cited instance after instance
in the past thirty-five years where
immunities.
The function of a newspaper, he practically the whole American
declared, is "to serve as an honest, press, day after day, and week after
impartial source of information to week, and in some instances for
the people in matters of fact, and months and years, persisted in misas an honest, trustworthy counsellor leading their readers or at any rate
of the people in matters of opinion, gave them but one side of a question
be the fact or opinion a matter of that was known at the time or
importance in the political, the mor- shown shortly afterwards to be far
al, the educational, the economic, otherwise.
the social, or even religious line. It
"For a paper to err in a single
is the school for the adult, the guide, issue is pardonable, especially in a
philosopher and friend of the busy matter of foreign news; to err for
man, be he learned or unlearned. a few days is even pardonable; but
These and many similar high pro- to err perseveringly in the face of
fessions are the time-worn claims internal and external evidence to the
of the newspaper fraternity. And contrary, this argues callousness to
in many cases in the past there were
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 1)
Speaking before a large and appreciative audience, at last Tuesday's meeting of the Von Pastor
Historical Society, Rev. Fr. J. F. X.
Murphy, S.J., former professor of
History in the College of Arts and
Sciences, set forth the proper function of the newspaper and denounced certain policies and practices of present-day newspapers, not
merely of those which by their very
appearance and make-up, proclaim

By Gabriel G. Ryan, '35
still very much alive. It told
us so quite emphatically the other
day, when the Senate amazed its
critics by adopting the Blaine resolution for prohibition repeal. The
recent concurrence of the House on
this proposed amendment has shown
us that the much-maligned lame
duck session is still able to steal
a march on its successor. But it
very nearly missed this opportunity.
Before last Thursday, the Senate
had been unable to present a mere

Volume XIV.

characterized the day's discussion.
It was becoming tiresome and consequently attendance decreased.
Finally last week, the new president, Mr. Belliveau, came forward
with an idea, which he hoped would
remove the present inertia and stir
the interest of more debaters to take
part in the discussion.
He said, in part: "In Oxford debating societies, the men defend the
questions from the party standpoint
as Conservatives or Liberals. So instead of a weekly debate, it was my
plan, that we should do one of two
things. First, two men will debate a
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 3)

GOLF CLUB HOLDS
POVERTY SOCIAL
Putnam Barn to Be Scene
of Annual Affair
As announced two weeks previous,
the golf team will hold its annual social next Monday evening, February
27, in the Putnam Barn in Danvers.
Dancing will be from nine to one,
with music by "Bill" Bigley's orches-

tra.
The Barn is admirably suited for
an informal dance, as was shown by
the success of the social held there
lost Hallowe'en by one of the local
Boston College clubs. The guests
judged it to be the best informal
dance to be conducted this year at
the college. Virginia reels and novelty dances such as were enjoyed at
this Fall social will be the order of
Dignity of Congress Saved
the evening, and an equally enjoyThe Blaine resolution has already able time is expected.
accomplished one significant result:
The dance, the committee informs
it has saved the dignity of the last us, will be a poverty dance, as the
lame duck session. Just when we price, $1.50, has been made to suit
were despairing at the sight of the pocketbook of those
who were
matchless Huey's monkey-wrench unable to attend the Junior Prom,
performance; when we heard the and, furthermore, as this is the last
Senate pronouncing its own funeral social before Lent, a large turnout
oration with that undignified Barry is expected. Tickets will be on sale
incident, our oft-condemned Con- for the rest of the week in the rogress secured its place in history tunda, and again on Monday, or may
with this distinctly valuable contri- be purchased from any member of
bution to the prohibition tangle.
the golf team.

No Decision in Radio
Debate; St. Thomas

found

College Defeated
Last Friday evening the Fulton
Debating Society held an intercollegiate debate at the Assembly Hall

Charles F. Donovan
President of Fulton

Musical Clubs in
Concerts at New
Bedford, Lowell
The Boston College Glee Club,
under the direction of Mr. James
Ecker, will begin its tour of concerts

Wednesday,

in

co-operation

with the best orchestra seen at Boston College for a number of years.
The concert on Washington's
birthday will be held at Lowell in
Liberty Hall at 8 P. M. Two days

later, the Musical Clubs will entrain
for New Bedford where the concert
will be held in the main ballroom of
the New Bedford Hotel. On the
evening of February 28th, the Glee
Club and Orchestra will be seen at
Regis College in Weston.
Corrigan, "there is the ideal service
Afternoon Concerts
which is the motive of every rightAfternoon
concerts at the Perkins
thinking member of the legal profesInstitute, Watertown, and at the
looks
upon
responsibilision who
his
Philomatheia Club meeting in the
ties with the proper recognition of
Assembly Hall, have been arranged.
the rights of his client, the courts
These will be on March 10 and 26,
and the public."

TESTIMONIAL DINNER GIVEN
TO SENIORS AT LAW SCHOOL
The Senior Class of the evening
division of the Boston College Law
School was tendered a testimonial
dinner by the members of the Junior
Class at the Hotel Brunswick, on

Thursday evening, February 9th.
The event marks the first graduation
class from the evening law school
The judiciary was represented by
and was attended by over one hun- Judge Charles T. Davis, of the Land
Court of Massachusetts.
Judge
dred students.
Reverend Louis J. Gallagher, S.J., Davis spoke of the function of the
president of Boston College, in ad- land court in the judiciary system
dressing the students took as his of the Commonwealth and spoke insubject: "The Disposition of Justerestingly of the many controtice in Russia." Father Gallagher versies which have been before this
has had unusual opportunities for court. In complimenting the senior
securing
first-hand information class on completing four years of
about the Russian situation and this the study of law, Judge Davis said:
particular topic was of distinct in- "The day on which you receive your
terest to the law students who are degree from the Boston College Law
studying the disposition of justice School will be a 'red letter' day, not
through the common law.
"The only in your own lives, but in the
first, last and only consideration," history of the legal education in

said Father Gallagher, "in the determination of the business before
the court is to decide what are the
interests of the State and then it
only remains for the court to settle the case in a way most advantageous to the State, regardless of
the rights, interests or responsibilities of the contending parties. As a
result it is apparent that there is
no justice in the courts as we in
the United States recognize the use
of this word. If a man commits
murder in Russia and it can in any
way be given a political complex, the
penalty is death. On the other hand,
for the same crime?where the life
of an ordinary person is taken?the
prisoner is apt to be discharged."
The second speaker was Reverend
Jones I. Corrigan, S.J., professor of
Ethics at Boston College. His subject was, "The Shyster and the Lawyer." In rapid fashion Father Corrigan outlined the characteristics of
the members of the bar who are
careless about their legal practice
and who prey upon the unwary and
unsuspecting for the purpose of securing personal profit to themselves.
"On the other hand," said Father

Massachusetts, because that occasion will mark the first time in this
State that night school students
have completed a law course fully
the equivalent of that in the day
school. By reason of your arduous
work during the period of your
study of law, of the adherence to
high ethical standards, you will have
the distinct advantage, upon your
graduation, of starting out at the
top of the legal profession. Thereafter, your only responsibility will
be to stay there."
Other speakers were Judge James
A. Halloran, of the District Court
of Norfolk County, and Dennis A.
Dooley, Dean of the Law School.
The toastmaster was George A.
Mooney, of Sandwich. The congratulations of the Juniors were extended to the Senior Class by John
W. Mclntyre, of Attleboro, president
of the Junior Class, and the response
for the Seniors was made by their
President, John E. Tierney, of Lynn.
The dinner committee consisted of
Abraham A. Anapolsky, of Dorchester, chairman; George A. Mooney, of
Sandwich; John F. Kelly, of Brookline.
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FULTON MEETS
BATES ON WNAC

Prominent Lecturer in
Discussion of Press

State of
Affairs

THE

BOSTON COLLEGE, CHESTNUT HILL, MASS.

respectively.
At these presentations the Instrumental Trio will be featured.

with St. Thomas' College, of Scranton, Penn. The Fulton, upholding
the negative and represented by
Charles Donovan, '33, and Charles
O'Brien, '33, were declared the victors by a unanimous decision. Mr.
Dominic Motsay, '34, and Mr. Robert E. O'Brien, '33, debated the
affirmative for the Scranton College.
Mr. David J. Kelley, L.L.8., City
Solicitor of Somerville, Albert W.
Wunderly, A.8., from Maine, and
L.L.8., from Yale, and John M. Russell, A.B. and L.L.B. were the
judges. Henry M. Leen, Boston College, '29, and graduate of the B. C.
Law School, was chairman of the debate. The subject was the Cancellation of War Debts.
On Saturday afternoon, the Fulton engaged in a no decision debate
with Bates College on WNAC. John
Hurley and Charles Quinn represented the Fulton on the affirmative
side of the subject "Modern Advertising is detrimental to the best interests of the American Public."
The Maine college argued for the
negative with Bond M. Perry and
Walter Norton, the speakers. Many
interesting arguments were brought
forward with the illuminating remark that the supposed soap,
99 44/100, per cent was not what it
is advertised to be.
The University of New Hampshire
will meet the Fulton debaters, James
Fay, '34, and Charles O'Brien, '33,
at St. Ann's Parish Hall, Neponset,
on the evening of February 27. The
subject will be the War Debts and
Boston College will defend the negative. It has been arranged through
the courtesy of Father John Hennessey, spiritual director.

Finish

SEMINAR MEMBER Juniors
TALKS ON SYMBOLS Spectacular Week
Flanagan Lectures at
Chemistry Meeting

Amid a cloudburst of confetti and
tangled web of streamers the Junior

Prom climactically consummated
James E. Flanagan, 8.5., '33, read
Junior Week at the Imperial Ballan interesting paper on "Chemical
Symbols" last Friday afternoon, room of the Hotel Statler last FriFebruary 17th, in the Chemistry day night.
The most spectacular
Lecture Hall. Flanagan's thorough Prom yet run at the college, the
exposition of the history, types, and dance rivaled
the Junior Barn dance
growth of the use of chemical symof this year in hilarity. Novel fabols through the ages, gave his
audience a good idea of the evolution vors, a mother-of-pearl compact and
of chemical symbols from mystic a shield-shaped watch charm were
signs to exact quantities.
given out along with a red leatherThe early belief that the heavenly bound program.
The promenade
bodies exercised a direct influence was interrupted by a snowball battle
on all terrestrial affairs gave rise,
and finally broke up, despite the desin the first days of chemistry, to
perate
effort on the part of the marthe idea that they determined also
the characters and properties of the shals led by John T. Keiran. Paul
different metals. As a result, the Tremaine was present in person and
early language of chemistry is filled was supported by a smart band.
with references to such names as
This affair came as the climax of
"Sol" for gold, "Luna" for silver,
a well-attended Junior Week, which
"Mercury" for quicksilver, "Jupiter"
included the performance of "Dick
for tin, "Mars" for iron, etc.
Whittington," a tea dance, a smoker
The Alchemists borrowed many of and a skating party. This last was a
the astrological symbols of the change from former years and was
Greeks and Egyptians and applied substituted for the basketball dance.
them to their chemical substances. In all its details the week surpassed
For their seven metals, gold, iron, previous weeks. The show, the Pic,
copper, etc., the Alchemists used the the tea dance, the skating party
symbols for the sun, moon, and five were all improvements. Due conplanets.
As a consequence, their gratulations are extended to Gregwritings abound in mysterious signs ory Sullivan and William J. Day,
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)
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Sophomore Prom . . . plans are being
. . .
The Soph-plan not to
charge more than four dollars for a
ticket was greeted enthusiastically

made
Donovan, '35

John Fallon, 35

. we now await with interest
announcements of the date and
orchestra for the Soph affair . . Although this is rather early to talk
.
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with a rather blank expression on
their faces . . already the rotunda
talk has shifted to the coming
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about a Sophomore Prom, if the
present plans go through, we are
ready to predict that the biggest
crowd of the year will bo on hand
. . . It's just about time that we
should fall into line with other colleges and reduce the price of our
Proms to a reasonable rate.
T
.

.

.

In still other corners of the Rotunda
last Friday night's doings
Sullivan. S-l
(
A great night
sere rehashed
obliging
. . .
The
Tremaine . . .
who never let a request go unfulNo. 18 filled . . . The Grand March . . .
23, 1933
VoK
The splendid supper . . . The rep: esentation from 'M 2 . .
Frank Rice,
find Reiily, Joe Merrick and r rank
To say nothing of Tom
Sullivan
may ue as
that
realism
a confetti battle
ago
.
.
.
long
Carey
Quite
out
pointed
T T has been
as wnu us
A swell lighting job
. . The
nature
in
human
nobility
concerned with the
because committee certainly made it an unrealist
thoroughgoing
a
. when we look a
sordines*. No mortal can be
crashable affair
reality.
about
1:30
there must
little
walk
no mortal comprehends all
p
mir
oduce om
and p wliu
lave been around 200 prospective
But many of those who write our nove:s ignoble
s customers" milling about downupon the
motion pictures chum that they dwellnature, fhey sometimes stairs
. . . and looking mighty disof life because they wish to mirror
too. . .
appointed
evil's sake.
plead art for art's sake, but never evil for
T
portray crime and
However, as long as they continue to
To us the most surprising feature
they are not realists
. .
criminals as normal rather than abnormal,
of the week was the Smoker
mirroring nature with a smoked with entertainment by "home" talent
are
They
means.
any
by
nly . . . and they sure were good . . .
""
generation Ed Kelly and Tom Dailey staged a
younger
lines
the
realistic
Along so-called
rapidly in many ways hilarious box-fight . . Joe Ecker,
freshman, surprised with a swell
reaches maturity of thought far more
radio cause this. Wiice, a la Crosby
movies
and
The
did.
generations
His rendition
past
than
credit tor stimu- f "Tenderness" was great . . . hung
of
monopoly
a
can
boast
movies
two,
the
Of the
encouraging our young citizens to couldn't have done better . . . Hago
lating juvenile crime and for
bold, highly-esteemed gangsters Harrington and Lou Musco brought
break the law by emulating the
down the house in a mock operation
distinctly unpatriotic color
They cut
on Johnny Dougan . . .
of the screen. Certain journals of
and all him open with tin shears and took
thrills
as
mere
all
crimes
portray
to
manage
always
who, unfortunately, got out everything from an empty bottle
criminals as upstanding Americans
journals are but friendly rivals of the movies. to a pair of live pigeons. . . . The
.i-i
vnJ. Sullivan,
Sullivan '33
Neil

PaulJ.
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These
get
the movies and the newspapers begin to
when
But
sordmess,
forth
the
really and truly realistic, they will show
Then they may
the illusion, the unprofitableness, of crime.
that criminals
impress the younger generation with the fact
they
are generally
that
people,
but
are not normal or glamorous
for any
despised as white-livered degenerates, too malodorous
kind of society.
caught

.
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HOLDING ON
Winter. It is
are now entering upon the last month of
their lowest; when all
a time when men's spirits are at
until the advent of
human kind seems to be marking time
not encouraging.
certainly
The aspect of Nature is
Spring
lingering along
The dirt-streaked, unattractive patches of snow
cruelly around corners,
the streets, the biting winds howling
above do not combine to
slowly
gray battalions of clouds moving
The New
give the external world a very cheering appearance.
sang
England winter scenes of which Whittier and Emerson
mighty
the
may be pleasantly appreciated by him who sits near
but
Winter
Hampshire,
hills and birch-bordered lakes of New
England
urbanite.
scenes hold little charm for the New
cue
from Nature.
seem
to
their
men
take
At this time
Birthday
to the
Washington's
The period that extends from
height
at
its
and
depression
latter part of March finds mental
the
student
confidence at its lowest. It is at this time that
finds the exactions of study most onerous. It often requires
real "grit" to knuckle down to hard work at a time when an
overwhelming sense of futility seems to be hovering at our
backs.
It is worth while holding on, however. A month from today we shall have entered on Spring, a season universally regarded as extending to men all kinds of new promises. The
objective validity of these promises is of little relevance; the
psychological element is of the greatest potency in lifting men
out of the slough of despondency into which they have sunk
during the long winter months. With winter at their backs,
and warmer weather ahead, men can take new strength and
hope for something better. It is a cheering thought at this
time and may well serve to lighten the dullness of the dreary
winter evenings.

WE

UNDOUBTEDLY,
have

"But I would not say that the
many times
average
intelligence is any better or
visiter! hemes where
you
that the level of study is superior
you found among books, one entitled to ours. I can
say this, that the in'In Towns and Little Towns." Or formation derived is much more
perhaps you have picked up maga- plentiful than ours and the honorzines and found a delightful and course of study is harder than that
oeautiful verse about something' of the American college.''
great or trivial.
Then again, you
Debat ng and Sports
may know the author or have heard
"Is their debating system any bethim speak in a very pleasant, in- ter than or different from ours?'' the
'ormal and instructive manner. For in Lei 1viewer asked.
raise who have not had the pleasure,
"Their system is very practical,
let us introduce Father Leonard but I consider the average American
Fceney, S.J., who has, been for a youth far brighter. In argumentanumber of years Lire topic of favor- tive discussion, the English youths
aide discussion in literary circles and go around the point which makes it
\u25a0;:sp;.:'..;a! ! y known throughout the entertaining but
in the United
\u25a0:\u25a0 entry for his article "The Brown
States the college debater comes
,'erlry'' published in "America"' in right to the point and makes an is-

i

Official

Interviewing...

Tabloid

College Heights

February 23, 1933

operation

silhouetted on a
screen . .
Tom Harty was there
. . . and Johnny Freitas sang. .
.
Perhaps the most original stunt of
all was a dialogue between a Professor of Philosophy who took the
part of a "universal skeptic" and a
At the
Junior as an objector
end of their skit the objector said
"Well, there's one thing you can't
deny. And that is that Greta Garbo
said T tank I go home now." . .
was

.

.

...

.

"I deny that," replied the Prof.,
"she didn't say that, she said: 'I'm
tanked?l go home now' "...

T
Although this is not a political
column
recent revelations from
Washington investigations are interesting and startling enough to be of
interest to the college man . . who
will some day run the country
or try to . . . When they investigated the pension list the strange
ease of an army officer came to light
.
. the major, a U. S. counsel, was
receiving $9,000 a year from his
Govt, in salary
and also $2,250
(extra) as a pension . . for a se.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

vere case of bronchitis that he contracted while an officer during the
war in the bloody battle of Washingthe Senate expense
ton, D. C. .
account was recently published . .
It revealed that $8,400 was spent to
.

.

.

give Senators beauty treatments . .
A statistician figured out that if
every Senator has a daily shave and
weekly hair cut, in spite of the fact
that one-third of the Senators are
bald, the cost would add up to a little over $5,000 at stock prices . .
one patriotic Senator charged a
package of mints to his Govt.
and still another a bottle of mouth. tch!
wash
tch! .
And
speaking of the Senate reminds us
that Mr. David S. Barry, ex-sergeant-at-arms, will speak at the Bos. That inton City Club tonight
THE HEIGHTS, in the name of the student body and vestigation was a great thing for
faculty of the college, extends to John G. Burke and Edward Barry . . and a very poor thing for
the Senate .
Jack "Wolf" Hayes,
F. Lawton of Freshman, deepest sympathy in their recent be- the Beacon Hill-billy, observes: "The
reavements.
Senate voted for repeal to regain
their loss of public prestige."
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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A! Oxford

sue of it.

"Another contrast with American
'"'?i'lce J knew Frthee Fooney ha'' i e diegiate ideas can be found in their
They are ail amateurism.!
?s opt two years at: the Jesuit Four, j sports.
s.t Oxford, before he returned x:> \u25a0 Naturally there are admission fees
but these are only F> defray exiaoght at tile Graduate School and penses. Their coach.es are not prohas lectured, on many occasions in fessionals, but graduates think it an
\u25a0'die ''hist, this interviewer's first lienor to return to their Anna Mater
to instruct the young men. Besides,
;;uestion was:
"Ms there any comparison between j the captain picks the teams and not
ILipdish ami American collegiate j the coaches. There is no idea, of the
show which predominates in Amerieducation':"'
He laughed, "That is rather a j can sports and the Knghsh cannot
scary question and I would not want j imagine what makes football in
than
to commit myself. To tell you the America more interesting
truth, I did not go there with any ! Rugby. I could not explain to them
idea of comparing our methods of j the spirit and keen enjoyment we in
learning; with theirs. But I will tell j America derive from this fall sp'i"f.
you v/hat I observed while I was j "At Oxford there is an enormous
interest in the Catholic Church,, not
there.
"The attendance, for one thing, is only, of course, among the Catholic
not as large in higher education as students, who number about one
it is in America. In the two uni- hundred and fifty, and whose spiritversities, Oxford and Cambridge, ual director is Father Ronald Knox
there
are
probably about five but among the Protestant sects. I
thousand students in each. Wherewould be very much surprised to see
as, here we have more than that in England entirely return again to the
Harvard alone. And the students fold, but I would not be surprised 1 \u25a0
are not so democratic as they are see another reformation at Oxford.
in our country. This is probably Not that there is one going on now,
natural. Moreover, higher education but there will surely be one in the
is not restricted to class. Those who future. This, of course, is a result
have money and leisure, go because of the students' excessive reading
they feel they ought to do it. The and probing of history. The old
poor and working people attend be- bigotry is now disappearing and the
cause they want to and wish to de- subject has narrowed down to the
rive the benefits of higher learning." discussion, 'If Faith is necessary,
"The manner of education is very then the Catholic Church, because of
much different. The boy who at- its Credo, etc., is the only Church.'
"You know of course, Oxford was
tends the universities knows what
originally
has
Catholic and the tradition
lie wants to do beforehand and
been pointed for it since he was a of that Church still remains in the
mere lad by some Oxford professor. names of the twenty-eight colleges
For instance, if his father is in as St. Mary's, etc.
"Even the crews of Cambridge
Parliament or in some other occupation, the boy studies so that he too and Oxford wear the colors of Our
may become a barrister or follow the Blessed Lady, one dark blue, the
other light.
works of his parent.
"Until the boy is twelve, he goes
Honor and Respect
"Probably
a
small
comthe most outstanding
having
to
school. Then
pleted his primary education, he thing in the English school boy is
goes to an English 'Public' school, his sense of honor and great respect
as Eaton, which corresponds to our for his college. It is really remarkprivate school. Here his prescribed able. He would never think of tellmatter ends, in what you as Sopho- ing a lie or evading an issue.
"When the Oxford men go to
mores are studying now. After this,
he attends Oxford so when he gradu- town, at night, they must wear a
ates he is two years in advance of gown. And about town are Proctors, and they watch the youths, who
the average American graduate.
"In his course at school, which is are not subject to the police but to
divided into eight weeks of study these proctors. I have witnessed
and six weeks of vacation, then many instances of the great respect
eight weeks again and so on, lec- of the boys toward these men who are
tures are not as important as the likewise dressed in gowns. For inprivate direction given by a tutor. stance, a youth might be going along
In America, a young man has a hurriedly with another group and
tutor because he has lost matter the proctor might approach him.
through sickness or neglect. A tutor The latter would raise his hand and
there is part of the boy's training. the young man would cease what"There are two courses at Oxford. ever he was doing, not even thinking
One is 'Honor' course and the other of escaping.
'Good evening, sir,' the proctor
is called the 'Pass Degree.' In the
of
his
will
say.
youth
the
all
spends
former,
'Good evening, sir,' the youth retime studying and there is no freedom for social events. Even during plies.
T see you have not your gown,
the six weeks' vacation his time is
given over to the pursuit of his sir.'
'No, sir.'
scholastic work fulfilling the ideas
then asks his name and colduring
eight
formulated
the
"He
he has
weeks of class. If a man graduates lege and tells the young man to refrom this course, he studies very port tomorrow to him. They part;
hard and, as I said, spends no time the proctor says 'good evening, sir.'
except at his books. In the second The student replies 'good evening,
course, namely, the 'Pass Degree' the sir, and thank you, sir.'
"They would never give the wrong
men attend merely for social reasons. The scholastic work is not name or college or even think of not
nearly as difficult, although their so- going to the proctor's office the next
cial reasons are not predominantly day. This is one remarkable and
what is considered 'social' here. very honorable trait of the English
Much time is spent in conversation college man. They do this from the
and interchange of ideas. At Ox- viewpoint of honor rather than from
ford, if a graduate of this course the ethical viewpoint. But for hu- i
ever became prominent, he would mor, potentialities, cleverness and
never sign an Oxford A.B. or A.M. other things give me the American
'
boy in college."
after his name.
\u25a0 r if n <* ir*> yrv %\u25a0*, j v»yi

English Writers
"Do you think, Father, that the
training in Oxford for writing and
English in general is better than
that in American colleges?"
"Good writers, in my estimation,
do not come from college. Of course,
a college trains them and really disciplines or tones their ideas. They
are not so unsettled but they fit
themselves to a definite scope and
form of writing. A good writer, to
my mind, is the product of good conversation. And this is where the
English come in.
They converse
practically all the time, interchanging ideas and opinions and they do
it, not haphazardly like we might
be inclined to do, but with an art
that is worthy of unlimited praise.
In college they are taught how to
say it. Here, in our colleges, we are
aught what to say and how to say
il at the same time.
"The young men seem a lot older
in English universities. Even the
young boy.-, at Eaton are almost as
mature in their ideas as many of the
American students?why? Because
they discuss topics of the times. As
a result they write better when they

I

become older, having formulated
their opinions and their outlook
when we here arc just groping
about in bewilderment. And, another thing, they do not drop classroom work as soon as they step outside the door as the college man here
usually does. Rather they continue
it in college shops, in the streets, or
wherever they may happen to go.
They are continually in conversation, discussing what our average
student would not know enough
about to discuss.
"English writers are coming into
the Church in numbers. They have
investigated and seen the truth.
Naturally, there are a number who
will not enter, but little by little, the
majority are waking to a realization of the truth and the mistake
they have made."
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CINDER DUST
By Geo. Lawlor '33
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will be a true New England Intercollegiate championship meet soon
. . . also the division into two classes
detracts from the competitive interest of the fans . . . Johnny McManus showed much of his speed in
he won his
the 50-yard dash
trial heat in 5 3-5 seconds to equal
in the final Mcthe meet record
Manus placed third to Bell of Tech
and the dusky Wheeler cf Springfield
it was a blanket finish
and Pescosolido of Harvard was
...

...

...

fourth.

.

.

.

John Hayes of Harvard and exB. C, equalled the world's record in
the 45-yard hurdles . . too bad he
was not sporting the maroon and
gold
how Cuneo happened to be
in Jordan's heat is still a question
. . . if the heats had been run off as
had been intended it would not have
happened and Jordan's time might
have been even slower .
. although
he cannot run without competition
we will not be disappointed as long
as Bob can win with competition . . .
he probably will never run into such
a situation again in all his remaining track career . .
Johnny Moynahan lost a close decision to Quimby of Dartmouth in
the mile run
it was the best race
of the evening
at first it was announced that Moynahan was the
winner to the delight of the crowd
.
. then some ten minutes later
Quimby was named the victor .
.
we immediately cornered Bill Kenney, the chief judge
he said that
it was no decision reversal by the
judges but the announcer's error . .
what an error . . . especially when
Johnny had the first place medal
pocketed and was making for the
exit . . Lang of Boston College led
.

.

.

.

Princeton two mile team, anchored
by the speedy Bonthvon, won over
Columbia and Yale in 7m, 51 2-5s
. this is ten seconds better than
With LARRY CADIGAN
any time made by Ryder's stars
this year
that well-remembered ((t tE is wise man," they say. "who knows his own strength." And
a
anchor duel between Nordell of
analogously, "He is a great athlete who knows his own ability."
U.
and
ex-B.
C.
Moynahan,
N. Y.
fits Captain Bob Jordan of Jack Ryder's
Captain, may be eclipsed by the Applying this truism, we find it
coming tussle between Jordan and track forces exceptionally well. Twice so far this year he has come from
Bonthron. . .
behind to give Boston College a relay victory. At the Millrose games, in
Kanalyn's win has definitely set- the 2000 meter medley, he took over the baton against Nordell, facing a
Em- deficit of some five yards, and allowed the N. Y. U. flash to increase his
tled the B. A. A. scramble .
met Toppino tasted his first indoor lead to as much as ten yards during the 800 meters. Then suddenly, Jordefeat on the boards . . . Cunning- dan came to life, caught Nordell on the gun lap, and finished fully ten
ham again defeated Vcnzke . . . the yards in front. At the B. A. A. games this same scene took place, only
outcome of the one mile relay I. C. this time Jordan had the lead when he started his 880. He ran smoothly,
4A. championship is more of a while Joe White, running anchor for Harvard, crept into first position on
Carr of Penn the second lap. The Harvard man, however, had lost his kick. Content
puzzle than ever .
seems definitely out with water on to run in second place for a short time. Jordan opened up on the final trip
Manhattan defeated around the oval, and galloped home with a lead of some fifteen yards.
the knee . ,
X. Y. U. in slow time in the N. Y.
Saturday night at the University Club games Jordan kept up his good
A. C. meet . . . and Harvard defeated work. His time for the SOO-yard distance was 2m, 1 3-5 sees, not an excepT-I. C. . . Bill Malone of the fresh- tional performance, but sufficient to nose out Ken Cuneo of Holy Cross by
men broke the 600-yard record in
1-5 sec. Tiie 880 was run off in sections, however, and Jordan was forced
the St John's meet . . . under Coach to bow to the 2m, 1-5 sees, of White of Harvard, the same White he deRyder he should develop into a
feated only the week previous, who ran in a different section.
capable two mile relay candidate
These three instances show that Jordan not only knows how to judge
next year . .
opponent,
his
but also knows his own ability. It was Cuneo whom he was
Eob Jordan will probably run in racing Saturday night, regardless of the
fact that he eventually lost to
the Casey 600 in the N. Y. K. of C.
and the small margin of victory is further proof that Jordan knows
White,
.
this race will
meet on March 15
how to gage his race perfectly.
.

.

.

.

.

XA.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

include a fast field and Jordan will
have an opportunity to show his
speed
many track followers are
planning to go to the Intercollegiates . . . for their benefit the meet
will be held at the 258 th Field Artillery Armory on Jerome Avenue
and Kingsbridge Road . . and the
team will not stop at the New
.

.

.

.

Yorker?maybe ?
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COLORFUL AFFAIR
AT BOSTON ARENA
Senior and Junior Teams
Stage Great Battle
in Hockey Game

...

.

.

...

.

.

the three-quarters mark but
the finish and placed fifth
the Eagle one mile relay four
. .
of Parks, Eaton, Carey and Smith
easily defeated New Hampshire and
Maine . . . Parks ran a fast lead off
leg and passed the baton to Frank
Eaton 20 yards in the lead
it was
merely a matter of how much B. C.
would win by from then on
. each
runner increased the lead and Dana
Smith, the anchorman, broke the
tape a half lap in front
New
Hampshire was second over Maine
Harvard again repeated their
B. A. A. win over a Morin-less Holy
Cross team
Bill Mulherin tied
for a second in the pole vault with
a vault of 12 feet
in the afternoon at the Harvard cage Phil Couhib put the shot second only to Gilbane of Brown.
The I. C. A. A. A. A. championships come on March 4th
the
maroon and gold entries will be John
McManus in the 70-yard dash .
Neil Holland will compete in the 70yard hurdles
. Phil Couhig completes the individual entries
he
will put the shot .
until last Saturday evening the B. C. two mile
relay team were the favorites to win
its event . now they are the
underdogs
in the N. Y. A. C.
meet on last Saturday evening a
at

faded at
.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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THROUGHTHE

Maroon and Gold Hockey
Squad Defeated by B. U.

EYAGLS

THE

Boston College Ryder boys
finished third to Harvard and
Dartmouth in the unofficial score of
the Second Annual University Club
.
meet on last Saturday evening .
the crowd was disappointing and
there was a general lack of enthusiasm . Bob Jordan lost first
place in the 880-yard run to Johnny
White of Harvard . . . this awarding
of places on a time basis is most
uninteresting to the spectators especially as on last Saturday P. M. . . .
It is no new trick to put a man in a
slow heat . . . and when the competition between the fastest men is
sidestepped by placing them in different sections much color is lacking
it looks as though this meet

3

HEIGHTS

Directly following the varsity
hockey game last Thursday eveningthere appeared the most curious conglomeration of pseudo hockey players ever to decorate the Arena ice.
The Juniors and Seniors were to
vie for the hockey championship of
the school, but one could not be accused of gullibility if he were to believe it an ensuing Tong war. The
boys gave the appearance of a half
starved regiment of the French Foreign Legion.
Some wore sweaters, some appeared in shirt sleeves. A few had
hockey gloves, but nary a contestant had the foresight to provide himself with shin pads. This last
proved the undoing of many doughty
lads. As the contest was about to
get under way the Seniors' ace in
the hole put in his appearance.
Little Philip Couhig in all his splendor gracefully slid onto the ice,
garbed in a blazing striped sweater,
a pair of shorts and skates. At various times during the contest a roar
resembling that of the bull of the
pampas would rend the air, but this
was traced to the exposure of Phil's
limbs to opposing hockey sticks.

But despite the anomalous and
fantastic garments grim determination was plainly written on each and
every countenance. The orgy soon
was under way with Harry Downes
and Ed Gallagher acting the part of
the biased referees. To compute
the final tally is an utter impossibility, but the fact that the Senior
goalie, armed only with a broom,
turned the net around in a moment
of stress would seem to indicate that
the Juniors should be awarded the
verdict by default. Casualties were
few, but scraped shins were many.

Send for Estimate

368 Congress Street

LlBerty 3356

Boston, Mass.

periority. The Maroon and Gold was
not completely outclassed, save in
the final period, when the seasoned
Terriers sealed the verdict. It was
merely a case of a team which had
practiced and played together for
two months opposing an aggregation which had practiced and played
together for two weeks.
Hogan Scores
Before three minutes of the fracas
had elapsed the best team ever to
i?present Boston University looked
well on its wav to defeat. The
rubber had been bouncing around
amidst a veritable forest oi' hockey
to be

first

Scarlet

and

White

score.

Taking the rubber at his defensive
position the Terrier captain roared
down the right lane, passed the disc
to Lax as they reached the Heights
defence, and the latter blazed a
vicious shot into the far corner.
Eight minutes after the opening
of the second period Bell put Boston
University in the lead.
Skating
down the center he foiled the Eagle
defence and coasted in on Doug MacDonald, whom ho had at his mercy,
and with a sharp lift the Terrier
right win'.r put his team in the lead,
\u25a0 e.cr to be headed. Exactly G3 seconds before the end of this canto
Lax, by far the best puck carrier of
the Terrier squad, slapped a hard
shot at Mac-Donald, who succeeded
in deflecting it, but Lax collected
the rebound, and, with the Eagle
? alio in no position for a save, the
Terrier star sunk the rubber for his
second tally of the evening.
Terriers Too Fast
The third period found the Boston Colleae squad outplayed but
mvev outfought. The superior con-

sticks direct'y in front of the Terrier
:-:ct when Flerbia Crimlisk snagged
it, deftly passed it to the omnipresent Bill Hogan, who snapped a
shot past the bewildered goalie. To
all appearances the new Boston College hockey team was due to administer an arti.-.vic shellacking to r dition of the Terriers was now evident, and Dan Harrington of footvetor an opp onent.
And while we are on this subject of track we cannot afford to overhall fame, and Captain Bender, each
Score Tied
look John Moynahan's fine duel with Quimby of Dartmouth. So close was
However, nvc minutes before the dented the net for the Scarlet and
the margin of victory that the judges were forced to reverse their decision boys adjourned for their first res': White.
in favor of Quimby, after first awarding the race to Moynahan. The time
was 4.28, not impressive, to be sure, but the blanket finish furnished the
greatest thrill of the evening'. Moynahan deserves a great deal of credit
for his line comeback after a year's absence.

Team Wins
Worcester Match

Rifle

Hockey Carnival
Congratulations are being heaped upon the
cellent Junior week just concluded. I shall not
of the Tabloid gentleman from Beacon Hill, and
feel that I should offer some word of approval
novel skating party conducted at the Arena last

Baseball Approaches
We are now passing through the so-called off-season of the sporting
year. It is a time when hockey is coming to a close, and baseball training
camps are being put in readiness, though the ground in this part of New
England is fit only for making mud pies. However, some colleges have
already started their preliminary baseball practice. Harvard and Northeastern have been out for over a week, and "Take Me Out to the Ball
Game" will soon be the national anthem.
Boston College should have a pretty fair ball club this season. "Duke"
Mclntyre, Ray Funchion and Walter Picard are in front for the catching
job. Roy, Powers and Prendergast should form the nucleus of the pitching staff. Kittredge and Chestnulevich will have a hard fight on their
hands to hold their positions on the right-hand side of the diamond, while
Captain Jim Crowley, no doubt, will be moved from the hot corner to fill
Andy Spognardi's shoes at shortstop. The real battle will be at third
base. The Walshes, "Bucky" Warren, Bob Graney, Kirvan and Concannon may find their place at third, if they fail to show sufficient ability to
displace the veterans at the other positions.

Georgetown.

During the present week the first
ten riflemen of the club will face
three opponents, Johns Hopkins,
Kansas State Agricultural, and Cor-

nell.
On Thursday evening, February
23, the first "shoulder to shoulder"
match of the indoor season will be
held at the East Armory in Boston.
The opposing team will be made up
of selected and experienced marksmen, representing "B" Company of
101 st National Guard Unit.
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letin and Mid-America."
The Rev. Timothy O'Connor, '02,
died February 15th, at St. John's
Church. East Bridgewater.
Henry Gillen, '19, is a member of
the staff of the Boston Post and his
poems are seen numerous times on
the Metropolitan paper.

to view the newest
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| Dorothy MurieVs

sidiary of St. Louis University. Mr.
Donovan received his Ph.D. from St.
Louis University and his thesis was
"The Pre-revolutionary Irish in Massachusetts, 1620-1775." He has been
a contributor to the "Historical Bul-
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Last season the outfield did not look any too good. But this is another year, and perhaps the boys will turn about face and show us some
of the baseball of which they are capable. Gatturna, Shea, Blake, Ryder,
Curran, Anderson and Liddell will battle for the outfield berths. If they
don't produce the goods, McCrehan has threatened to sign up "Ike" Boone
to patrol the whole three pastures.

DRESS CLOTHES

By

GEORGE

To the Class of 1934 goes the credit for giving us something novel
and entertaining in the line of sports. The basketball game was considered a cut-and-dried affair with no thought given to changing the
routine of the week, but the success of the skating carnival now makes it
appear certain that the skating party will be an annual feature. A
hockey game gives the spectators more thrills than does a basketball contest, and allows for a larger gathering as was shown by the fact that it
was the largest crowd to watch amateur hockey at the Arena this year.

DISTINCTIVE

Alumni Notes

ED. HALLIGAN
Junior class for their exF. DONOVAN, '25
trespass into the domain
The Boston College rifle team split
who received an A.M. from
discuss the dances, but I even in two contests last week. They
the College in 1927 and also from
to the committee for the defeated Worcester Polytech by
Harvard
in 1929, has been appointed
Thursday night.
over a hundred points but lost to prseident of
Webster College, a sub-
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PRINTERS OF THE HEIGHTS AND OF
OTHER WELL-KNOWN PUBLICATIONS

Inadequate skating and the need period the Intowners had tied the
score. Captain Bender, the boy at
the helm of the Terrier hockey destinies under the player control system, was directly responsible for the

of combination practice manifested
itself last Thursday night at the
Boston Arena, when the superior
physical condition and team play ot
University
the
Boston
Terrier
eventually prevailed over the everbattling
Eagle from University
Heights. The final tally read 5 to 1,
but this score is by no means the
measure of the Intcwners' su-

CLOTHES

605 Washington St.
"At the Sign

of the Red Apple"
?

"A CLEAN PLACE TO EAT"
Boston College Cafeteria Operated Under
the Supervision of Our Industrial Division

Between Avery and Boylston

43 Tremont St.
Near Scollay Square

THE
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of

to

you

sincere

my

thanks for having taken on my
play, "Dick Whittington." Your
courtesy to me throughout the
rehearsals has been much appreciated. Please convey to all
the members of the cast my
thanks for their hard work in
constantly rehearsing. I never
saw nicer girls and boys, and so
interested to do their parts well.
Very sincerely yours,

ISABEL ANDERSON.

W. T. A.

Fitzgerald

Mr. Fitzgerald spoke on Real Estate before the Business Club last
Tuesday afternoon. Frederick W.
Mansfield, who was also invited to
address the club, by Frank Desmond,
secretary, will speak on the Profession of Law, Tuesday, March 14.

Father Murphy Discusses
Present Day Newspapers

form of an

amendment.
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and characters that must have confused even the old Alchemists them-

selves when they wrote out their
fanciful formulae for the transmutation of the base metals to gold
and silver.
Around 1750, an attempt was
made to standardize chemical symbols by a man named Bergmann.
chemical
Bergmann's
arbitrary
nomenclature evidently made no impression on the prominent investigators

the

of

Cavendish,

day.

Scheele, and Priestly used no symbols in describing their experiments.
The need of chemical symbols was
felt, however, and attempts were
being made at various times to es-

tablish a standard system.
Lavoisier in 1782, and later in
1787, a board of De Morveau, Lavoisier, and De Fourcroy published
a system of chemical nomenclature
that aimed at a reformation of the
old methods and that would fill the
Alneed for standard symbols.
though this work was thorough and
accurate for the times, the method
was too unwieldly and could not
fulfill the purpose intended for it.
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citizens, no criticism will be allowed.
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)
"Again the constant reference of
subservience
to
some
unerrors and
hallowed control." Instances cited our press to 'Tammany' and its alwere the scandalous attack upon leged infamy and their discreet siother even
charitable institutions in New York lence as regards so many
political
corrupof
City under the Mitchel regime, and worse instances
reader
reflecting
makes
the
tion
all,
the longest continued of
the
fearful charges of German atrocities justly suspicious of the papers' sincerity and truth."
in the late war.
Such considerations as these and
in
of
the
spite
hand,
"On the other
claim of printing 'all the news that's others were the grounds for the
fit to print,' there's the marvellous speaker's advice to the student body
silence in regard to allied miscon- to be very chary in accepting the
duct during the late war; British American newspapers as their guide
atrocities in India and Ireland after in any matter beyond their immedithe war; American atrocities in the ate ken, where their own personal
anti-Catholic experience would not enable them to
Philippines earlier;
outrages in Mexico and Spain in judge. In all such cases, they were
recent years; anti-religious out- told to look for the "nigger in the
rages in contemporaneous Russia, woodpile," to suspect that, in the
and the perpetuation of the hideous future as in the past, the great
convict-labor system of so many American press would sell itself or
Southern states, where because the lend itself to any interest that could
its while.
chief victims are our colored fellow and would make it worth
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ETHICS CLUB

HEARS LECTURE

Friday

Chairman William Sullivan of the
Ring
Committee has announced that in the future he will
accept orders only on Fridays in the

"Religious Tolerance"
Subject of Discourse by
Father Murphy, S.J.

Senior

rotunda.

After

an order

is placed it will

take at least four days for the ring
to reach the purchaser due to the

fact that the firm making the bands
is in Indiana.
Chairman Sullivan will accept five
dollars on deposit and the balance of
ten dollars made be made upon delivery. The cost of the class rings
this year is fifteen dollars.
The ring this year is much the
same as those of other years. It
will have the beautiful cut ruby
mounted on green or yellow gold and
flanked by the emblematic eagle and
a seal of the school. The class numerals are also on the side of the

At the last meeting of the Ethics
Academy held last week the members were addressed by Rev. J. F. X.
Murphy, S.J., on the subject of "Religious Tolerance."
Father Murphy said, in part, "The
causes of liberalism were clue to the
fact that men were not interested in
the truths of religion and secondly,
because they held that the Catholic
Church was wrong and thus they despaired of establishing any church
as correct. Because of this they argued to the fact that one religion

was as good as another."
Continuing Rev. Father Murphy,
S.J., stated that "in America because of the various religious sects
this is a menace to Catholics who
wish to be tolerant of the errors of
others and at the same time having
a duty of preserving the integrity of

ring.

Catholic truth.

So we must be tolerant of people in error, but opposed
to the error itself." Following this
Rev. Father Murphy, S. J., set forth
the principals of tolerance and intol-

Members of the committee assisting Chairman Sullivan are John W.
Warren, Paul J. Sheridan, Philip
McNiff, John T. Keiran, and Matthias O'Malley.
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Among the interesting comments

on the Philomatheia operetta, "Dick
Whittington," was the following letter received by Father Lynch, S.J.,
from Mrs. Larz Anderson, the author of the play:
Dear Father Lynch:
As I may not have a chance
to tell you, as we are leaving for
Washington so soon after the
performance, I am writing to

Orders

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)

|

Musical Comedy

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
given subject and afterwards everyone in the society will be under obligation of fine to defend either side
in brief but pointed speech. Consequently, arguments will come in
greater force and from everyone.
Secondly, every week, the club will
be divided into Republicans or
Democrats, who will discuss and
argue over their party's views on
the given topic. As a result, we will
again have more argumentation and
each member will have an unbiased
and wider scope of view on the problems of today.
"In doing what I propose, will create greater spirit in the Society and
when Wednesday comes, we will not
attend as a matter of form but with
spontaneity. It will possibly uncover hidden talent and allow all to
say something constructive or otherwise. Whereas now, after the debates, one or two members discuss
the subject and the others either
read The Heights or rest peacefully."
Next week, the society will be divided into Right Wings and Left
Wings affirming and opposing Mr.
Belliveau's idea, whole or in part.
The result will then be put in the
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'Dick Whittington' Author
Commends Members of
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FLANAGAN AT
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CHEM. SEMINAR
MAKE REFORMS
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MRS. ANDERSON
PRAISES CAST

HEIGHTS

and cure in the sun.

FRENCH ACADEMY DISCUSSES
WOMEN'S RIGHT TO SUFFRAGE
In true forensic style, though restrained perhaps by a continual
search for unfamiliar words, a
courageous debating team held forth
in the Fulton Room last Monday
afternoon at the regular meeting of
the French Academy. The motion
before the assembly was, "American
women should be deprived of the
right to vote."
The unfortunate absence of Joseph Zibbell, '36, left the affirmative
in the hands of Edward Kelly, '34,
who was granted the victory by the
jury, composed of James Powers,
'33, P. Secord, '35, and Richard Lawlor, '36.
The negative was upheld by John
Ryan, '34, and Charles Flannery,
'33, neither of whom achieved the
clarity of argumentation or sincerity
of manner that Mr. Kelly showed
in his defense of the affirmative.
At the previous meeting of the
Academy on the preceding Monday,
the first of three open forums or
general discussions scheduled for the
semester was held with great success.
The needs of our navy and

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
Furnished heated room for
one or two students, near Boston College. Garage if desired.
Call Stadium 5273.

SAMUEL NARCUS
?

Stationer

?

national defenses were considered
informally by all the members. This
is a new type of program that has
met with general approval among
the members of the Academy; it develops in the student of French a
conversational vocabulary and an
ease of expression that are most
valuable and practical.
Next Monday, Rev. Paul de
Mangeleere, S.J., moderator of the
Academy, is to give an informal talk
or "causerie" on his personal experiences among the Indians of
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and the
Dakotas. All students of the college
interested in individual programs of
the Academy are cordially invited to
attend.
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Alert to our responsibility for the comfort and
well-being of those we
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I'd never thought much about what's inside a
Chesterfield cigarette. But I have iust been reading
something that made me think about it.
Just think of this, some of the tobacco in Chesterfield?the Turkish?comes from 4000 miles away!
m * De f° re l s shipped every single leaf is packed
by hand. All because Turkish tobacco is so small
and delicate>
Of course I don't know much about making
cigarettes, but I do know this?that Chesterfields are
milder and haye a very pleaBing aroma and taBte
They satisfy?and that's what counts with me!
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two stores

230 Washington Street
92 Washington Street

Well, that's something' about cigarettes
1 never knew belore
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